Abstract. This article examines and shows mathematical results of classical algorithm, which is used for small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) navigation. The research is done with mathematical UAV model, which eliminates aerodynamics while the chosen flight path is followed by using vector field method. Lots of attention is dedicated to show possible flight path error values with representation of modelled flight path trajectories and deviations from the flight mission path. All of the modelled flight missions are done in two-dimensional space and all of the collected data with flight path error values are evaluated statistically. The most possible theoretical flight path error values are found and the general flight path error tendencies are predicted.
Introduction
Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming more widely used for various practical tasks and applications like carriage of small parcel, states board monitoring, electrical line inspection etc. All of these practical applications and newly created UAV flight rules require small UAVs to fly as accurately as possible. However, small UAVs still cannot prove good reliability and flight path accuracy. On the other hand, current research shows that one of the possible solutions to this problem is to look for the new and more advanced autonomous navigation algorithms. One of the more advanced algorithms is Dubins flight paths. Initially the Dubins model was developed by Dubins in 1957 to be used in a two-dimensional plane. The definition states that a vehicle, which moves in a 2D coordinate system at constant forward speed with a finite turn-rate constraints, the minimum distance path between two configurations is termed a Dubins path (Owen et al. 2015) . Later it has been adapted to three-dimensional coordinate systems for its use in UAV applications.
In order to evaluate Dubins paths accuracy, first of all we need to investigate the accuracy of the classical navigation methods. For this reason, we chose to use mathematical UAV model, which eliminates aerodynamics. It means that the results from the model are very general and could be later used for any type of UAV airplane. Besides that, chosen model has no external factors influence like wind or turbulence, but these, if needed, could be included when using appropriate equations (Kothari et al. 2014; Brezoescu et al. 2013) . The collected data later could be used to account for any side drift including side drift due to wind as in paper by Brezoescu et al. (2011) . All in all, by using this model we can be sure that theoretical data acquired from the model is not influenced by any of other factors (Dadkhah, Mettler 2012) and flight path error we get is only due to navigation algorithm itself.
In next section, mathematical model of the UAV is presented.
Mathematical model of the UAV
The mathematical model of UAV we choose for this research is based on 5 differential equations, which are according to Nelson et al. (2006) and Beard et al. (2014) . This model imitates the UAV flight when the autopilot makes control actions. For this reason, data collected from this model is further used to evaluate only autonomous UAV navigation. These equations are given below: 
where: n p  -change of the north coordinate speed; e p  -change of the east coordinate speed; ψ -flight heading; V a -aircraft airspeed; w n -north component of the wind vector; w e -east component of the wind vector; X -aircraft flight course; X c -autopilot flight course; X  -change of an aircraft flight course speed; c X  -change of an autopilot flight course speed; X  -change of an aircraft flight course acceleration; b X -proportional coefficient for tuning course tracking; X b  -derivative coefficient for tuning course tracking; h -aircraft flight height; h  -change of an aircraft flight height speed; h c -autopilot flight height; From Equations (1-5) we see that model includes UAV mathematical position in three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. We have position in the 2D plane p n , p e and altitude h. Furthermore, model includes control of the course angle X and flight airspeed V a . All of the calculations can be performed in calm meteorological conditions, but the wind w n , w e can be simulated as well. Inputs to this model must be the autopilot flight height h c , the autopilot airspeed V c , and the autopilot flight course X c . Here the flight heading of UAV -ψ is calculated by the Equation (6) where γ a represents air-mass-referenced flight path angle:
where: γ a -air-mass-referenced flight path angle. All of the required inputs to the model are taken from the modelled vector field (Wang et al. 2016) , which for the straight line path follow is described in Equation (7):
where: e p -deviation from the flight path; k p -proportional system tuning coefficient; X ∞ -flight course which should be kept at infinite distance from the flight path;
X e -flight course function of e p variable. In Equation (7) we have flight path error value e p , which controls course angle. If UAV has drifted from the predefined flight path, corrections are made according e p . If the flight path error is big, flight course must be altered by 90 degrees. All in all, due to flight path error, course can vary in range as defined in Equation (8):
For this research, classical UAV navigation algorithm was chosen. It states that UAV will make the transition from one straight-line path to another straight-line path when it enters the sphere, which is near the waypoint and has some constant radius. This transition and course change will appear according Equation (9): w is less or equal to the size of the radius of the sphere, then it is time to change the flight course and switch to another flight path leg. The visual example of this algorithm is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 we can see that UAV starts its flight mission at waypoint { } i w and continues along the path until it reaches waypoint { } 3 i w + . After that waypoint UAV makes final turn and returns to initial departure point. During the flight, UAV is controlled with the autopilot commands according the data received from the imaginable vector field. This method is not complicated, but on the other hand, it has some disadvantages: -UAV will start waypoint transition when it reaches intersection of predefined sphere and current flight leg. UAV is not flying until it is exactly above waypoint; -If the radius of the sphere is too small and flight accuracy is not so good, the UAV may overshoot and will never reach the waypoint. Mission will fail; -If the radius of the sphere is too big, the accuracy of the flight will degrade. The flight path error tolerance for the UAV will be bigger. All of the pluses and minuses of this algorithm in value terms remain unclear. Due to this, in the next section algorithm evaluation results are presented.
Results of the flight path accuracy
To find out the tendencies of the UAV flight accuracy when it has to follow some generated mission trajectory (when using classical course change algorithm), we choose flight path, which has three waypoints (Li et al. 2015) . These three waypoints are connected with three straightline segments and has equal length of 500 m. It means all mission is 1500 m long. Along the mission path, UAV must change course two times by 120°.
Some researchers look into this problem from the flight time constrains (Avellar et al. 2015; Yeol, Hwang 2016 ). However, we make an assumption that the accuracy of the flight will be the function of the flight speed and the radius of the sphere:
First of all, the speed was chosen as constant value 10 m/s and sphere radius of different values between 5 and 30 m were taken. The results of this flight can be seen in Figure 2a and closer view is presented in Figure 2b . From these figures, we can clearly see that if we increase the radius of the sphere near the waypoint from 5 m up to 30 m, the flight path overshoot is decreasing. It means that the smallest radius gives the biggest flight path error outside of the defined trajectory. On the other hand, in this case, the error inside of the trajectory is smallest. It still remains unclear, which radius for this flight mission would be more optimal.
Tendencies of the flight path error changes with respect to time are presented in Figure 3 and the closer look is provided in Figure 4 . In these time line figures positive values represent flight path error, which is inside of the defined trajectory and the negative values give flight path error, which is outside of the defined trajectory. Another important aspect is that due to the flight path error near the first turn, we get slightly different lengths of the track, which UAV has flown. This is clearly visible near the second turn, as is happens approximately at time interval 100 s. It is visible that the biggest time delay occurs when the sphere radius is 5 m.
Further, the same experiment was done with the constant radius of the sphere and variable flight speed. The radius of the sphere was chosen 10 m and the speed was variable in the range from 5 to 30 m/s with 5 m/s increments. The same flight mission was used which has triangular shape with equal flight leg segments of 500 m. The results can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 . Results show that with the increasing flight speed, the flight path overshoot near the turn increases too. One exception in this case is the speed of 30 m/s. After the first turn, UAV has no time to return to the flight mission path. When UAV is close to the second turn it flies near the sphere and never enters it. It means that the algorithm fails and UAV will never accomplish this mission. This example proves that the classical UAV navigation algorithm is not fail safe. Nevertheless, from Figure 6 we can see that UAV will accomplish the mission faster with bigger airspeeds. It makes no difference that for bigger airspeeds we have much longer distances.
From these figures, it is clear (as it is stated in the article by Zhong, Yan (2015) ) that there is a danger for the UAV to fly into surrounding obstacles, which could be even outside of the trajectory. However, it is difficult to extract some meaningful or accurate mathematical values from these figures. Due to that in the next section, some statistical analysis is presented. 
Statistical results of the flight accuracy
We made an assumption, that the data of the flight path accuracy could have some statistical relationships. In this section, statistical results are presented. Firstly, statistical data of both flight modes was extracted from the collected log data. The most important statistical values are presented in Table 1 . In Table 1 flight mode when the speed was constant and the sphere radius had different values is presented. In the Table 2 we have the same data for the flight mode when the sphere radius was constant and the flight speed was a variable.
In Figure 7 we see a visualization how does the average flight path error change in respect to different sphere radiuses. It is clear that we would get approximate average error of 0 m with the radius of 27.5 m. In addition, it looks that the average error decreases when we increase the sphere radius and this tendency last until the optimal From the same Figure 7 , we could estimate that if the sphere radius is being increased the standard deviation range of the flight path error decrease. From the Figure 7 , we can identify, that the minimum standard deviation range will appear slightly before when the value of the average flight path error of 0 m is reached.
From Figure 8 , we could find that the shape of the flight path error distribution is like the one-sided Gaussian. However, there are some relatively small number of samples on opposite side of this shape and it has more like an even distribution. Furthermore, we can see that with the increasing value of the sphere radius we get more compact flight path error distribution shape, which is a good result.
In Figures 9 and 10 we have the visualization of the average flight path error change in respect to different flight speed when the constant sphere radius of 10 m was used. In this case, it becomes clear that the average flight path error increases with increasing flight speed. This tendency has nonlinear properties and looks like quadratic function. Besides that, we could estimate that the standard deviation range values of the flight path error increase and also has some quadratic function tendency. These results prove that some increase in an airspeed gives even bigger increase in a flight path error.
Shapes of sample distribution for this case is provided in Figure 10 . With small speed values tendency of the distribution shape is approximately the same as in the results provided in Figure 8 . However, for higher speeds we can identify the tendency to get some additional spikes near the biggest error values. This tendency means that the big- Figure 9 . Average flight path error values and standard deviation ranges for different airspeeds gest flight path error values have some average tendency to appear and it is not the smallest one. As well, for bigger flight speed we get wider flight path error distribution ranges, which is not good if we want to keep our flight as accurate as possible.
Single turn flight path error values
After the previous experiment, it is still not clear how accurate flight is near the turn when the UAV needs to make the transition from one flight leg to another. On the other hand, only one turn angle has been checked. That turn angle was of 120°.
In this section, respectively additional results are provided. As we might expect different overshoot or undershoot values for different course change angles, we got the relationship of the flight path error dependency for various sphere radius sizes and course change angles. This relationship is provided in Figure 11 .
In Figure 11 , we see the tendency that with the increasing turn or course change angle value, firstly UAV flight path error increases until reaching the pike point. Later it starts to decrease. It is important to mention, that initial flight path error is the undershoot and this error is measured from the closest point on the flight mission trajectory line. If some turn or course change angle is reached, tendency changes from the undershoot into the overshoot and further increases with the increasing turn angle size. Besides that, every flight setup will have the optimal sphere radius value. This optimal values depends on the course change angle. As is presented in Figure 11 , 5 m sphere is optimal for course change angle of 30°, 10 mfor 60°, 15 m -for 88°, etc.
All of the flight accuracy results could be later applied when making algorithm corrections in order to improve flight reliability. 
Conclusions
After these experiments we can make the conclusions that the flight path error would be the smallest if we would choose slowest allowed and possible to use flight speed and when the classical navigation algorithm is set-up with the optimal sphere radius (not too big or not too small). However, we have found that for every flight speed we need to look for the different sphere radius optimal value, which is a minimum mathematical extreme. All of these results are universal for all small UAVs, but only if we say that there is no aerodynamical influence.
If we would choose the optimal sphere radius for the chosen flight speed, the flight path will become like "filleted flight path", which is used for Dubins paths. It proves that the Dubins paths are much more accurate and has much smaller average error, which mainly occur inside of the predefined mission trajectory. On the other hand, classical algorithm has much bigger average error, which appear more outside of the predefined mission trajectory (this situation is also more dangerous regarding the outside obstacles). Besides that, classical algorithm is not failsafe as we saw with the example of 30 m/s flight speed when the 10 m sphere radius was used. In this case, UAV has not finished the mission by overshooting second waypoint.
All in all, the research must be extended and the Dubins paths accuracy should be evaluated.
